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1. Introduction 

 

Wildlife broadcasts were 20- to 30-minute radio programs, first broadcast in 1933, that featured 

the vocalizations of seldom-heard animals such as wild birds that are native to the mountains of 

Japan. Programs of this genre continued to be broadcast from time to time until the 1950s, and 

were an effective way for regional stations to reach listeners nationwide. Wildlife broadcasts could 

not be matched by newspapers, magazines, and other print media, and listener response was 

positive. However, until around 1941, factors including recording equipment limitations meant that 

these programs had to be broadcast live, and the production teams faced an unending series of 

challenges.  

Such NHK publications as 20-seiki hoso shi contain fragmentary references to wildlife 

broadcasts, but a detailed investigation of these broadcasts, and how those involved coped with the 

challenges of dealing with unpredictable wild animal behavior, is yet to be made. This paper will 

focus on early wildlife broadcasts, which were produced live, and will investigate the reasons for 

initiating these broadcasts, as well as events on the front line of live broadcast production, with 

reference to sources including the prewar NHK broadcast research publications Hoso and Chosa 

jiho; accounts left by contemporary NHK executives; and broadcasting histories prepared by 

regional NHK stations. 

The Table lists principal early wildlife broadcasts. 

 

Table: Principal Early Wildlife Broadcasts 

Date Station Location Animal Remark 

June 1933 Nagano Mt. Togakushi Wild fowl First nationwide 

broadcast 

June 1934 Maebashi Mt. Kasho Bupposo 

(Japanese scops owl) 

Unsuccessful 

June 1935 Nagoya Mt. Horaiji Bupposo 

(Japanese scops owl) 

 

July 1935 Maebashi Shimonita Frog  

May 1936 Sendai Enoshima Black-tailed gull  

May 1936 Shizuoka Foot of Mt. Fuji Wild fowl  

May 1936 Tokyo Rokugo Frog  

 

 

It should be noted that prior to the broadcasts shown in the Table, studio broadcasts had been 

made of caged birds singing, or of the vocalizations of wildlife captive in zoos. Certain sources1) 

apply the term “wildlife broadcast” to such programs, but this paper defines “wildlife broadcast” as 

live and prerecorded broadcasts of animals in the wild. 

Broadcasts produced in 1933 b NHK Nagano Broadcasting Station (NHK Nagano), and in 1935 
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by NHK Nagoya Central Broadcasting y Station (NHK Nagoya) serve as the principal cases for the 

purposes of this research. The paper also examines the subsequent spread of such programs to 

other NHK broadcasters and the sharing of accumulated expertise, to show how those involved 

worked to produce wildlife broadcasts. 

 

 

2. NHK Nagano: First Nationwide Broadcast 

 

(1) Fortuitous coincidence prompts headquarters approval 

As shown in the Table, NHK Nagano was the first in Japan to successfully produce a wildlife 

broadcast, which took place on June 5, 1933, during the station’s second year of operation. The 

program was broadcast from Mt. Togakushi, in northern Nagano Prefecture. 

According to first-hand accounts by production staff, the first broadcast was proposed by Sei 

Ikawa, NHK Nagano’s first station manager. During a spring 1932 company outing to Mt. 

Togakushi, he was impressed by how energetically the wild birds were calling, and immediately 

made plans for a nationwide broadcast of bird vocalizations.2) To mark the establishment of NHK 

Nagano,; Ikawa “wanted to produce a program that would highlight the region’s special 

characteristics,” and was promoting the production of programs with local color. The wildlife 

broadcast on Mt. Togakushi was part of this effort.3) 

Ikawa consulted Ryūji Nakayama, then-managing director of NHK’s Kanto Branch Office, 

concerning his plan, but Nakayama did not approve; among his concerns, he doubted whether the 

vocalizations could be detected adequately by the microphones during the program. However, at 

around the same time, a local representative of American electronics manufacturer RCA informed 

Nakayama that NBC wanted to record the ongoing eruption of Mt. Mihara on Oshima Island for a 

nationwide US broadcast. Nakayama was astonished by this extraordinary plan; when he asked the 

representative for more information, he was told that since there were no “active” volcanoes on the 

US mainland, and further, because a few years previously, a nationwide broadcast of an erupting 

volcano in Italy had generated a very positive response from listeners, NBC wanted to try the same 

thing in Japan. The representative also stated that “being able to hear sounds from a place one 

cannot visit directly is the primary goal of broadcasting, and is the kind of programming listeners 

hope to hear.” Nakayama subsequently decided to approve the proposal for NHK Nagano.4) 

Having received the approval, NHK Nagano carried out preliminary research, speaking with 

people living in the area and searching for locations where birds were most likely to vocalize in the 

early morning, when the program was scheduled. At the same time, they had to accommodate the 

length limitations of transmission cables, which confined them to a one-kilometer radius of their 

operating base at Togakushi Post Office. Ultimately, the team settled on a small stand of trees near 

Togakushi Shrine as the site of their broadcast.5) 
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2) Cloths waving vigorously signal bird types 

Though headquarters had given its approval, there were considerable misgivings within NHK 

Nagano itself as to whether or not the birds would actually do their part during the program. 

Moreover, the post office stipulated that the telephone line to be used for the broadcast, which ran 

between NHK Nagano and Togakushi Post Office, would have to be relinquished immediately―thus 

interrupting the broadcast―if any emergency occurred during the program that required a call to 

the police, such as a local resident suddenly needing medical attention. Thus even if the birds 

vocalized actively, there was still a possibility that the program might have to be interrupted. 

Three microphones were used for the broadcast; since they would be used in the early morning 

at high altitude, production staff worked hard to protect them from moisture. The microphones 

were places in boxes with drying agent and unboxed immediately before the broadcast.6) A 

photograph survives of one of these microphones as it was installed at the site. One microphone 

would have been required for the announcer, and both of the other microphones were likely 

used―suspended from trees, as shown in the photograph―to ensure that the vocalizations would be 

picked up adequately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the microphones used on Mt. Togakushi 

(cover of Chosa jiho, July 1, 1933) 

 

As soon as the 20-minute live broadcast began, at 5:40 a.m. on June 5, the microphones picked 

up a variety of wild bird vocalizations. Keiichi Okabe, who served as the announcer, remembered, “I 

was truly happy when a trio of birds―a bush warbler and two varieties of cuckoo―sang energetically. 

Suddenly, I noticed that Hirai and Aoki, two of our assistants, were vigorously waving the white 

and blue strips of cloth they were holding. This was because we had agreed beforehand that if they 

heard a bush warbler, they would wave the white strip, while the blue strip would signal a cuckoo.7)  

This arrangement with white and blue cloth strips was probably a means to signal the 

announcer so he could identify the variety of bird calling at a given moment. The participants may 

not have anticipated the need to wave the cloths so frequently. The image of the vigorously waving 

cloths seems to symbolize the joy the participants must have been experiencing. 
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The production team on Mt. Togakushi 

(NHK Nagano Broadcasting Station, Anata totomoni 60 nen) 

 

The broadcast was repeated on June 6, again at 5:40 a.m. This broadcast was also a success. At 

the time, the broadcast day began at 6:00 a.m., but on these two days, NHK Nagano used a special 

programming schedule since the birds called vigorously in the early morning hours. 

On June 7, the Tokyo Nichi Nichi Shimbun published a reader’s comment concerning the 

broadcast, which stated, “As I listened to the broadcast from remote Mt. Togakushi in Nagano, I 

could not help but remember the mountain village where I grew up.” Extremely positive responses 

were also sent to NHK Nagano.8) 

Though the broadcast was well-received, it was also noted that “Transmission cables at the time 

were of poor quality, and high and low frequencies were sharply attenuated. As the transmission 

cables came to the end, the more the sound was degraded, but the imaginative program concept, 

and the fact that for several years afterward, JONK [NHK Nagano] continued these broadcasts 

from Mt. Togakushi, helped popularize the broadcasts.” 9) 

Technical limitations may have prevented nationwide listeners from hearing the wild bird 

vocalizations with a high degree of fidelity, but there is no doubt that the programs came as a 

delightful surprise to many. 

NHK Nagoya continued to broadcast bird vocalizations from Mt. Togakushi annually for several 

years thereafter. Improvements in equipment enabled pre-recorded broadcasts starting in 1941, 

and wildlife broadcasts continued into the postwar era. 

 

 

3. NHK Nagoya’s Historic Bupposo Broadcast 

 

(1) NHK Maebashi’s failed attempt 

There is a bird that was, at the time, known as the bupposo, because its call resembled the 

Japanese words for “Buddha, dharma, and sangha.” Due to the auspicious nature of its call, the 

bupposo was also known as “sacred bird.” Its true nature, however, had long been a mystery, since 

no one was known to have ever seen it, and few had actually heard its call. 
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As noted in the Table on page 2, NHK Nagoya was first to successfully broadcast the call of the 

bupposo live, but NHK Maebashi actually made the first attempt. The station manager at the time 

was Sei Ikawa, who had earlier produced successful live broadcasts of bird vocalizations at NHK 

Nagoya. Ikawa knew first hand that wildlife broadcasts were effective content for regional stations, 

and he decided to reproduce his earlier success in Nagano with the mysterious bupposo. 

His plan was to produce a nationwide broadcast from Mt. Kasho, in northern Gunma Prefecture. 

He reserved 30-minute broadcast slots on June 26 and 27, 1934, beginning at 7:00 p.m., since the 

bupposo called mainly at night. But for a variety of reasons, including poor weather, the bird failed 

to vocalize at all on both days. It was evident that targeting a specific species of bird was far more 

challenging than the Nagano broadcasts, which did not.  

The first-day program slot was replaced with a guest ornithologist, while the second-day slot 

was devoted to yagibushi, a well-known local folk song.10) The station later received a sarcastic 

letter stating that “bupposo seems to be another name for yagibushi.”11) The experience vividly 

demonstrated the risks facing live broadcasts that depended on wildlife. 

 

(2) “Are you certain they will call?” 

Mt. Horaiji, in eastern Aichi Prefecture, had long been known as a home of the bupposo, and 

NHK Nagoya decided to produce a nationwide broadcast from this location. 

According to participant accounts, NHK Maebashi’s failure made the production staff reluctant 

to propose the idea of a nationwide broadcast to the headquarters programming department. It was 

decided to investigate the location and, if results were promising, to create an alternate 

programming plan. In May 1935, production staff visited Mt. Horaiji, where they found the bupposo 

calling actively, and they telephoned the headquarters programming department to propose a live 

broadcast as an alternate program; but the first reaction of programming executives, perhaps still 

smarting from NHK Maebashi’s failure, was: “Are you certain they will call?”12) The production 

team was not in a position to guarantee it, but they had heard the birds themselves, so they hedged 

by saying that the birds would definitely vocalize if the weather was good.13)  

In fact, those who visited the location found that the birds called more than expected, and some 

were concerned that if the birds vocalized too much during the broadcast, the bird might lose its 

“sacredness.” 14) 

 

(3) Before the live broadcast, the rain stops 

Two dish-shaped sound collectors were used for NHK Nagoya’s broadcast (these will be covered 

in more detail below). On June 7, one collector was set up on at overlook and rest stop on Mt. Horaiji. 

The other was placed approximately 500 meters away, pointed toward a valley behind the main hall 

of Horaiji Temple. The team then waited to begin the 30-minute broadcast, which was scheduled for 

9:55 p.m. 

Unfortunately, the day opened with an intense downpour. The participants were worried that 

the rain would keep the birds from vocalizing, but around 2:00 p.m. it began to abate, and when the 
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time came for the broadcast, the participants listened nervously and heard: bup-po-so, bup-po-so. 

The shrill cries were well-detected by the microphones, and the broadcast was a success. The 

announcer encouraged listeners to enjoy the program with the lights off.15)  

At the time, programming normally ended at 10:00 p.m., but as with NHK Nagano’s bird 

broadcast, a special schedule was used for the broadcast of the bupposo, which is nocturnal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Broadcasting from Mt. Horaiji 

(NHK Nagoya Broadcasting Station, Nagoya hoso kyoku 60 nen shoshi) 

 

(4) Response 

The broadcasts took place June 7 and 8, and on both days the birds sang vigorously, generating a 

major response from listeners. NHK Nagoya received approximately 400 letters. However, around 

four out of five letters noted that there was “too much talking” during the program.16) The first 

broadcast featured a panel discussing the bupposo, and it was this that drew criticism from 

listeners. 

Perhaps these letters could be classified as criticism of the program; however, the reaction to the 

panel discussion was a demand that the birds be given more air time. As such, these letters can be 

said to verify how wonderful listeners considered the program. Indeed, it drew praise from many 

well-known personalities of the day, including Michio Miyagi, Kodo Nomura， and Fumiko 

Hayashi.17) Miyagi, for example, wrote: “I find the call of the bupposo to be delightful whenever I 

hear it. I also feel something sad in that call… I would very much like to visit Mt. Horaiji myself 

before long and spend an evening listening to the call of the bupposo first hand.”18)  

There were evidently many others who agreed with Miyagi, and tourism to the Mt. Horaiji area 

grew after the broadcast. In 1996, 60 years after the broadcast, a memorial stone was erected on 

the approach to Horaiji Temple. The stone noted the role of the live broadcast of the bupposo in 

publicizing Mt. Horaiji and expanding tourism to the area.  

The broadcast also contributed to a formal solution to the identity of the bupposo, which had 

long been a mystery. Subsequent to the broadcast, the Ornithological Society of Japan stated that 

the bird was the Japanese Scops owl, also known in Japan as the konohazuku.  
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NHK Nagoya’s annual broadcasts of the bupposo became a kind of poetic symbol of early 

summer. Beginning in 1942, the broadcasts were pre-recorded, and continued into the postwar era. 

Some very interesting records remain concerning the strategies used for the bupposo recording. 

According to participants, it was found that preserving the call of the birds in LP or tape format and 

playing them back just before the broadcast caused the birds on the mountain to call in reply, and 

the production staff began using this strategy regularly.19) What year this approach was adopted is 

not clear from the sources, but it does indicate that the participants were experimenting with ways 

to somehow “control” the birds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memorial stone erected on the approach the Horaiji Temple 

(NHK Nagoya Broadcasting Station, NHK Nagoya hoso kyoku 80 nen no ayumi) 

 

(5) Praise for dish-shaped sound collectors 

Dish-shaped sound collectors made a great contribution to the success of the bupposo broadcasts. 

NHK Nagoya was the first broadcaster in Japan to use these devices. Strips of bamboo were woven 

into a parabolic curve; copper plates were affixed to the inner surface, and the collector was then 

spray painted. Each collector was completely hand made.20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dish-shaped sound collector sketch from a research periodical 

(Hoso, May 1937) 
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The basic principle involved was the same as today’s broadcast satellite dishes. Sound arriving 

at the collector is directed toward the microphone in the center. In effect, the entire surface of the 

dish functions as a microphone. 

NHK Nagoya first used dish-shaped sound collectors for a baseball broadcast in December 1933. 

At the time, broadcasters attempted to pick up the sounds of the ball and of players calling to each 

other by attaching a microphone to the umpire or by burying microphones on the field, but the 

results were not satisfactory. Dish-shaped sound collectors yielded much better results.21) 

It was these results that prompted NHK Nagoya to use dish-shaped sound collectors to 

broadcast the bupposo. A transcript of a round table discussion by headquarters technical personnel, 

titled “Live Broadcasting and Dish-Shaped Sound Collectors,” and published in Japan Broadcasting 

Corporation’s broadcast research periodical, contains the following statement. 

“We really hit the ball out of the park. The collectors beautifully captured the calls of the sacred 

birds hidden in inaccessible, deep ravines and on mountain ridges, and relayed them to the entire 

nation―the calls of a real bird, not a legend. Some even joked that dish-shaped sound collectors 

were so sensitive, they could even pick up the calls of non-existent animals.”22) 

The dish-shaped sound collector was truly the right tool in the right place, and led to the success 

of the live bupposo broadcast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dish-shaped sound collector for baseball broadcast 

(NHK Nagoya Broadcasting Station, NHK Nagoya hoso kyoku 80 nen no ayumi) 

 

4. Live broadcast production by other stations and accumulation of expertise 

 

(1) “Special feature” treatment in broadcast research periodical 

Following the success of the bupposo broadcast, wildlife broadcasts were produced by several 

NHK stations, as shown in the Table on page 2. As the broadcasts spread, Hoso, Japan 

Broadcasting Corporation’s broadcasting research periodical,23) devoted its June 1936 issue to a 

consideration of wildlife broadcasts. For example, ornithologist Godo Nakanishi, founder of the Wild 

Bird Society of Japan, contributed a piece titled “Wildlife Broadcast Theory” that reviewed the 

significance of broadcasting the calls of wild birds and other animals on the radio, along with points 

requiring special attention. This “special feature” treatment in a research periodical testifies to the 

attention that wildlife broadcasts were attracting at the time. 
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Extract of Hoso table of contents (Hoso, June 1936) 

 

The issue also carried a report titled “What Have We Learned from Wildlife Broadcasts?” The 

report featured reactions and expertise gathered from stations that had produced such broadcasts 

(Tokyo, Nagano, Maebashi, Shizuoka, Nagoya, and Sendai). The stations varied in their evaluation 

of the broadcasts, but the report offers precious insights into contemporary conditions on the front 

line. Following are some excerpts from the report. 

 

(2) Experience-based advice 

NHK Maebashi left a record of what was learned from its July 1935 and June 1936 live 

broadcasts of the kajika frog, as excerpted below. 

 

▼Cooperation from local residents 

NHK Maebashi emphasized: “Every live broadcast requires the cooperation of local residents, but 

this is especially the case when you are dealing with nature.” For example, even though there is no 

need to compel the traffic so as to shut out vehicular noise, there is a need to ask for collaboration 

with residents not to go through the area voluntarily during the broadcast. 

 

▼Careful investigation of time of year and time of day 

Program planning presented a major challenge: “We were dealing with nature and animals that 

had no awareness or interest in our plans. We therefore took great pains to plan the time of year 

and time of day to ensure a successful broadcast.” 

 

▼Kajika frogs and wild birds 

NHK Maebashi explained the differences in the ecology of kajika frogs and wild birds, as well as 

points to note prior to recording. In particular, bird calls are easily picked up by microphones, but 

the birds do not remain in one place for long. Frogs, on the other hand, are less mobile than birds 

but their calls are not as loud, the latter making it difficult to clearly pick up the sound. 

This advice also relates back to the importance of time of year and day as previously noted, and 

constitutes a warning that a full understanding of the living habits of the animal concerned is 

required prior to broadcast. 
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Layout of broadcast site at the foot of Mt. Fuji (Hoso, June 1936) 

 

(3) Care of equipment 

NHK Shizuoka produced a successful live broadcast of bird vocalizations from the foot of Mt. 

Fuji in May 1936, and prepared a detailed diagram of the equipment layout. 

The microphone amplifier was situated at the center of the layout, with the distances from the 

center to six microphones and an electrical ground stated. One of the microphones was equipped 

with a dish-shaped sound collector. The broadcast was carried out using wireless relay, with signals 

beamed from a broadcasting truck parked 200 meters from the microphone amplifier.  

The NHK Shizuoka producer stated that he would have preferred to use two or three 

dish-shaped sound collectors; something must have prevented him from using more than one. The 

importance of these devices for wildlife broadcasts is again evident. 

The producer also noted the difficulty of situating the electrical grounds required for safe 

operation at the site. Mt. Fuji is surrounded by a deep layer of volcanic ash, which prevented the 

use of conventional two-meter copper grounding rods. On inspecting the site, a puddle was located 

around 200 meters from the amplifier, and a copper grounding plate was submerged in the water. 

These details are testimony to the careful attention that had to be given to equipment when 

broadcasting live from mountainous terrain. 

 

(4) The role of the announcer 

As noted previously, after its bupposo broadcast, NHK Nagoya received a large number of letters 

from listeners regarding the panel discussion, saying that “people should keep quiet.” This shows 

that caution was requested with respect to narration and explanations during wildlife broadcasts. A 

wide range of opinions were voiced in the pages of Hoso regarding the best approach for announcers 

to take. In order of appearance, the major arguments were as follows.  

The August 1935 issue of Hoso24) featured an article titled “Live Broadcasts and the Announcer,” 
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authored by a working announcer who states: “The bupposo and the kajika frog were both recorded 

successfully, but I often hear it said that there was too much commentary…. It is to be hoped that 

production staff will conduct advance research thoroughly, giving careful consideration to, and 

exercising caution regarding, the analysis of listener psychology.”  

This is clearly somewhat ambiguous, and does not state conclusively what approach should be 

taken. It demonstrates the difficulty that faced announcers covering wildlife broadcasts. 

In the aforementioned June 1936 issue of Hoso, which was devoted25) to wildlife broadcasts, the 

producer of NHK Shizuoka’s wild bird broadcast from the foot of Mt. Fuji states: “It should be 

common sense that a broadcast of bird vocalizations should feature brief, concise commentary. Yet 

common sense always has a flipside. Quite frankly, it is difficult to know how much city-dwelling 

listeners know about bird names and calls. This may sometimes make it necessary to violate 

common sense.” 

It is likely that since multiple species of bird were vocalizing simultaneously, the announcer 

provided the names of the birds and other information. The comment asserts the need for 

announcers and experts to provide some degree of support for listeners. 

The January 1940 issue of Hoso26) carried an article titled “Research in Announcing Technique: 

Broadcasting Wildlife Live,” evidently authored by a working announcer, who states: “The goal is to 

provide listeners with a compelling experience of the animals themselves. If the program features 

birds, listeners want to hear bird calls. They certainly don’t want to hear commentary.” The author 

states his thesis clearly, and believes that more thought needs to be given to the program format. 

What these arguments sum up to may be, “proceed case by case.” In any event, devoting this 

much space to active exchange of opinion, with the goal of making any possible improvement to the 

programs, is itself testimony to the importance of wildlife broadcasts. 

 

 

5. In conclusion 

In May 1941, an article in Hoso  titled “Essentials of Program Scheduling Changes” contained 

the following straightforward statement concerning the contemporary relationship between Japan’s 

capital and its regions: “For the most part, the stance taken by broadcasting toward regional 

culture has so far been, one might say, one-sided, tending to focus only on lifting the level of regional 

culture toward the level of culture in the capital through the use of nationally standardized 

broadcasts.”27) As the author notes, at a time when the direction of flow was fundamentally from the 

center to the regions，wildlife broadcasts were probably a highly valuable form of broadcast content 

that flowed in the opposite direction, from the regions to the center. 

“Research into broadcasting nature was an important mission taken on by regional 

broadcasters,”28) states one of those involved in NHK Maebashi’s successful live broadcast of kajika 

frogs. The desire of those involved to transmit something characteristic of their region to the entire 

nation spurred them to embark on the adventure of live broadcasts featuring wild animals. Their 

attempts were not always successful, but through the use of improvised dish-shaped sound 
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collectors and other innovations on the part of each station, they built an impressive record of 

successes. It was an effort that vividly highlighted the impact of regional broadcasters. 

From the 1960s, the term “wildlife broadcasts” gradually fell out of use, but the expertise gained 

in producing broadcasts with nature as their subject laid the foundation for such radio programs as 

Shizen totomoni (“With Nature”)―which ran from 1957 to 1984 and featured a wide range of 

natural sounds―and on to today’s “nature programs,” which feature animals in their natural 

habitats. The trial and error explorations of those who produced the first live wildlife broadcasts 

became the model for nature programs, and the foundation of expertise they laid continues to be 

built on today. 
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